Car enthusiasts in Asia have been thrilled by the
opening of the Shanghai Auto Museum. Not only
is this… Read More

New Zealand’ s Bay of Islands has long been a
retreat for that particular breed of outdoorsy jetset that… Read More

Everyone likes Geneva. At least, that’s the
impression given by the industry’s beleaguered
PRs and product … Read More

Respected brand Bally is celebrating 155 years
of creating pieces of the highest quality by
digging deep … Read More

The highly anticipated, not to mention comprehensive, Salone Internazionale del Mobile is one of the world’ s
most revered furniture and design shows. With… Read More

Madrid architectural duo Ben Busche and Isabel
Barbas’ recent creations include this stylish,
naturally … Read More

The modern aficionado of open -air motoring is no
longer tied to quaint old folding canvas. Instead,
those … Read More
Bespoke promotion

Just a short hop from Wallpaper* HQ, Danielle
Arnaud’s gallery is well worth a visit for anyone
with… Read More

15 Mar
Richard Branson's eco plans
Travel editor Jeroen Bergmans was transported
halfway round the world to listen to Richard
Branson's long-term eco plans for Virgin.…
Wallpaper*
19 Jan

With just two months to go until New York’s ICFF,
influential designer Tobias Wong’s plans for a
guerilla … Read More

Just a short hop from Wallpaper* HQ, Danielle
Arnaud’s gallery is well worth a visit for anyone
with an interest in domestic architecture and
interiors, as the space is also her home.
The current show: Annie Whiles Cuckoo , plays
with the interior theme further with a series of
large scale drawings that give a number of
iconic 20th-century pieces of furniture a
starring role.

Website
http://www.daniellearnaud.com
Annie Whiles Cuckoo, 9 March to 15 April 2007;
Danielle Arnaud, 123 Kennington Road, London; tel:
44.20 7735 8292

We love the artworks themselves, but their
presentation amongst the assemblage of
Arnaud’s well-loved furniture and personal
effects is an added joy.
To see images from the exhibition, click on the
gallery thumbnail below.
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